Robert Guerra is the program manager for Privaterra. His details can be found here - [http://www.privaterra.org/about-me](http://www.privaterra.org/about-me)

Robert also currently directs the Internet Freedom project at Freedom House, a US based non-profit that has been working in the area of Human Rights, Democratic development for the last 70 years.

**Privaterra Objectives**

Privaterra’s mission is to provide technological education and support for civil society organizations (Human Rights NGOs) in the area of Internet Freedom, data privacy, secure communications and information security.

**Privaterra activities and accomplishments**

Over the last year key Privaterra staff have participated and/or supported activities related to issues of online Freedom of expression, Internet Policy, Internet Freedom and Cybersecurity. Compilation of key events are listed below:

- CTRL-X Ethics: The Information Warfare Monitor's Cyberspace Research Methods Workshop, Organized by the Munk Centre of Global Affairs, University of Toronto January 17 - 18, 2011, Toronto, Canada
- Internet at Liberty: The Promise and Peril of Online Free Expression, Budapest, Hungary, September 20 - 22, 2010
- United Nations Internet Governance Forum (IGF), 2010 / 5th Annual Meeting, Vilnius, Lithuania, 14 – 17 September 2010

*North American Regional At-Large Organisation (NARALO)*
http://www.foreignpolicyi.org/node/20506

- “Greater responsibility for companies in addressing risks of misuse of their technology by authoritarian regimes”, Invited Panelist, Ministerial meeting on the Internet and freedom of expression organized by Governments of France and the Netherlands, Paris, France, July 8 2010
  http://ambafrance-us.org/spip.php?article1729
- OpenNet Initiative Global Summit Workshop
  Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, 27 June - 1 July, 2010
  http://citizenlab.org/2010/06/oni-global-summit-2010/
- Asia Pacific Regional Internet Governance Forum, 2010 / Inaugural Meeting,
  Hong Kong SAR, China, 14 – 16 June, 2010
- Global Voices Citizen Media Summit 2010,
  Santiago, Chile, May 6 – 7 2010
  http://summit2010.globalvoicesonline.org/
- "Net Freedom: A Global Assessment of Internet and Digital Media", Invited Speaker, Cyber Dissidents: Global Successes and Challenges, George W. Bush Institute, Dallas, Texas, April 19, 2010
- Panelist, Internet Law 2.0, The American Society of International Law (ASIL), Annual Conference, Washington, DC, March 26, 2010
  http://www.asil.org/am10/program-details.cfm#friday